
“Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve others, 
as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms” - 1 Peter 4:10
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At Mueller we understand that effective use of 
technology can positively transform the role of the 
teacher from director to facilitator of learning, and 
that effective teaching and learning with electronic 
devices has many noteworthy educational benefits 
when used appropriately.

However, we are not ignorant to the way that 
technology, when used inappropriately or to excess, 
can become a hindrance rather than a help. At Mueller, 
we believe that the best learning happens when there 
are continuous and positive interactions between 
students, teachers, parents and the community. As 
such, whilst acknowledging the dangers of technology, 
particularly in relation to addiction and excessive or 
inappropriate use, we believe in equipping families to 
manage device use so that technology functions as a 
beneficial teaching and learning tool. 

Consequently, the following document outlines 
information that is designed to assist families in 
understanding and supporting their child’s use of 
technology whilst they are enrolled at Mueller College.

This document contains information regarding:
1. Teaching and Learning Rationale.

2. Mueller College Device Pathway.

3. Expectations.

4. Key Information.

5. Student technology information.

6. Parent technology information.

7. Acceptable Use of Technology Agreement.

Teaching and Learning 
Rationale
At Mueller College, we aim to prepare students for 
life and eternity. The 21st century is a digital age that 
involves rapid and continual changes in the way people 
share, use, develop and communicate with Information 
Communication Technology (ICT), and as such, young 
people need to be skilled in its use.

Students need the knowledge, skills and confidence 
to make ICT work for them; at school, home and 
in their communities. The Australian Curriculum 

acknowledges these priorities through the 
identification of required ICT competencies, as well 
as creative and critical thinking skills. Consequently, 
both of these priorities are acknowledged as General 
Capabilities to be developed across all key learning 
areas. These ICT capabilities are organised into five 
interrelated elements and are as follows:

• Applying social and ethical protocols and 
practices when using ICT.

• Managing and operating ICT.

• Investigating with ICT.

• Communicating with ICT.

• Creating with ICT.

However, the perception that putting a device in the 
hands of every student will make them smarter or 
even more knowledgeable is incorrect. Improved 
pedagogy and instruction are the drivers of 
improved student outcomes, and technology serves 
as a catalyst of this process. When technologies 
are embedded into teaching and learning, they 
can improve student engagement and motivation, 
confidence levels, and provide opportunities for 
students to control the construction of knowledge 
and to learn through collaboration. As such, the 
introduction of technology will not challenge 
the teaching of General Capabilities and critical 
thinking that is already evident in the Mueller 
curriculum. At Mueller, the use of ICT is designed to 
assist in ensuring these imperatives are addressed 
in the most efficient and effective manner possible.

Mueller College Device Pathway
The implementation of a 1:1 ICT program allows for 
the teaching objectives of the Australian Curriculum to 
be met through quality teaching and learning practices. 
As such, the device requirements, level of engagement 
and classroom use will differ depending on the year 
level of the student. 

The device pathway at Mueller College is as follows:

Prep-Year 4
Class sets of school manged devices (loaned on a 
lesson-by-lesson basis)
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Year 5-9
School managed devices (distributed and returned in 
the first and last few weeks of each school year)

Year 10-12

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD - dependent upon 
subject requirements and student preferences)

Expectations
Consistent with the ethics and values of the 
school, when using technology, students of 
Mueller College are expected to uphold the four 
value statements that the school stands by:

• Every student matters every day.

• Everyone is known and valued.

• Everyone belongs and can contribute to 
community.

• Everyone can grow and thrive.

Because of this, each student in Years 5-12 must 
read and sign the Acceptable Use of Technology 
Agreement. There is one for each sub-section of 
the school as the expectations vary depending on 
the age of the student and the technology in use. 
For students in Years 5-9, this is completed upon 
receipt of the school managed device. For students 
in Years 10-12, this is completed upon enrolment 
and is required before gaining access to the school 
network. This ensures that all students are aware 
of the expectations to be upheld when using 
technology whilst in attendance at Mueller College.

A copy of the three Acceptable Use of Technology 
Agreements are attached at the end of this document. 

Key Information
Should I know my student’s Mueller login details?

Yes. It is important to work with your child when using 
technology and this involves maintaining access to 
their device.

Will my student have access to Microsoft Office?
Students of Mueller College are able to download all 
Office365 apps by using their school login details. This 
includes Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, OneNote, Excel, 

OneDrive, Outlook. etc. 

1. Go to login.microsoftonline.com and login 
with your student’s Mueller email address and 
password.  

2. You will see a list of “Apps” that can be used 
online or downloaded to your device. The 
installation process can take some time so it 
is recommended this be done at home. Select 
“Install Office” on the top right-hand side of 
the page and select “Office 365 apps” from the   
drop-down menu.

If my child is a part of the BYOD program, what 
device should I buy?

Device requirements vary depending upon the 
student’s individual classes. For example, subjects 
such as Design, Digital Technologies, HPE, 
Music, Drama, Aerospace and Film, Television 
and New Media may require specific devices that 
can support the relevant programs in order to 
complete classwork. Information regarding the 
most appropriate device can be found in the annual 
Subject Selection booklet which is accessible 
via Mueller Connect. The minimum requirement 
for a senior student is any device that supports 
internet access, word processing applications 
and the latest operating system, word processing 
applications and internet browser.

What technical support will be offered at school?

The IT Helpdesk will be available before school and 
during break times to help with student network or 
device issues.

Does the school teach the students how to manage 
their device use?

In relation to device use, each year level is educated 
according to the needs of their age group. These 
lessons are developed by individual classroom 
teachers and Year Level Coordinators. The school also 
celebrates Digital Citizenship Week which provides 
focused education on the dangers of technology 
and equips students with strategies on how best to 
navigate the digital world.

Acknowledging the importance of working together to 
support student’s use of technology, we welcome open 
communication between staff and families. 
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Please contact the school should you wish to know 
more about these matters.

What if we don’t have Wi-Fi at home?
Homework can still be completed, but for some tasks, 
students may need to think ahead of time and plan 
their schedules depending on the activity. The library 
is open for student access before and after school, 
and during break times. Students are encouraged to 
access the Mueller Wi-Fi at these times in order to 
complete set tasks. 

Will devices replace books?
Mueller College is not ignorant of the dangers of 
technology but believes that, when used in the correct 
way and context, ICT is helpful for effective teaching 
and learning.

Heads of Departments and Year Level Coordinators 
will determine, in consultation with the Heads of Sub-
Schools, whether a particular subject has a suitable 
digital textbook. Publishers are continually creating 
digital material which Mueller College will review to 
ascertain their suitability. 

How restricted are the scholl managed devices 
(iPAds)
When at school, devices are managed under the 
school network, so students are unable to access 

inappropriate content. Some websties remain 
inaccessible from home but it is imperative that 
parents/carers monitor device use when students are 
not on campus as the level of restriction eases once 
the device is no longer on the school network.

How can I best manage screen time at home?
We have found three effective ways to limit screen 
time at home. These are as follows:

1. Nothing beats a conversation. Talking to 
your child about the dangers of technology, 
particularly in relation to excessive use and 
inappropriate content is the most effective way to 
build trust and to support your child to navigate 
the world of technology.

2.  Putting restrictions on your Wi-Fi connections so 
that it disconnects certain devices or shuts off for 
a certain periods of time each day.

3. Charging devices (including mobile phones) 
in the parent’s bedroom so that children aren’t 
using devices after hours.

What should I do if I am concerned about 
breakages or inappropriate content?
Contact the relevant Year Level Coordinator as soon 
as you become aware.

Technology FAMILY PACK

Student Technology Information

What websites will my child regularly access?

www.muellerstudents.com Also known as Student Café; this site is used by high school students to 
access their timetable, school calendar and daily notices. 

www.ilearn.mueller.qld.edu.au The school Learning Management System (LMS); this site is used in most 
year levels by all students to access subject-specific course content.

www.portal.mueller.qld.edu.au The Mueller College SharePoint; this site is used by students in Years 
5-12 to access their school email and other Microsoft Office apps.

www.turnitin.com
For high school students; this site promotes academic integrity and is 
used to collect and store student assessment. Use of this site is mandat-
ed in Years 10-12 and optional in the middle school.
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Parent Technology Information

What websites should parents regularly access?

http://papercut:9191

The school printing server; students can log into this site using their 
Mueller username and password in order to check their printing balance. 
Students are given a $5.00 balance when their account is created. Once 
this has been spent, parents can top-up the account by going to            
https://flexischools.com.au. 

www.muellerparents.com

Also known as Parent Lounge; this site is used by Mueller College 
parents to access student-specific information. It is important that 
parents visit the site regularly as this is where permission and payment 
will be processed in relation to excursions and camps, where report cards 
will be published once released, and where bookings for parent-teacher 
interviews can be made. Additionally, it contains links to school policies, 
change of exam forms, daily notices and assessment schedules. A 
calendar feature also assists in tracking relevant dates and events. Login 
details are provided to new parents via email. The details of this email are 
on the following page. If you have any issues logging in, please contact 
the accounts department on 
accounts@mueller.qld.edu.au. 

www.muellerconnect.com

Mueller Connect is the digital school newsletter for families regarding 
community events and college news. Mueller Connect also provides 
access to useful handbooks and information under the “Community” 
tab. Updated weekly, parents are encouraged to access the site regularly 
to ensure they are familiar with key dates and upcoming events. It also 
provides links to information regarding other sectors of the Mueller 
community such as the Early Learning Centre, Mueller Community Church 
and Outside of School Hours Care. No login details are required. 

https://flexischools.com.au

Flexischools is an online ordering and payment site. At Mueller, this site 
is used in conjunction with student ID cards so that families are able 
to make purchases which are then loaded onto the student ID for use. 
Parents can purchase credits for printing as well as food which students 
can collect from the Tuckshop by scanning their student ID card. In the 
high school, all students are allocated $5.00 to use for printing when 
their account is created. Families are able to top up this printing account 
any time using the Flexischools website or via the app. If you need more 
information, please contact Flexischools directly via the website.

www.ilearn.mueller.qld.edu.au 

The school Learning Management System (LMS); this site is used 
in most year levels by all students to access subject-specific course 
content. Parents are invited to view this content by using their 
student’s login details.
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Registration and Login to Flexischool

Technology FAMILY PACK
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How to Access Parent Lounge

How to Access Parent Lounge

1. 2. 3.

4.

Access Parent Lounge  
via the button located at the 
top of the Mueller College 
website: 
mueller.qld.edu.au 

There is also access via this 
direct link: 
muellerparents.com 
or via our online newsletter 
muellerconnect.com

Your username is the 5-digit 
Parent Code/Account Number 
as located at the top right 
hand corner of your Mueller 
College Statement.

To set up your account 
password, please click the 
‘Forgot Password’ link. 

You will be prompted to enter 
an email address. Please
ensure that you enter an  
email address that you have  
registered with the college.  

5.
Keep an eye on your email 
account and follow the 
instructions. 

6.
Enter in your Account  
Number, new password and 
the security code/captcha 
and you’re in!

To access Parent Lounge visit: 
muellerparents.com
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Student Acceptable Use of Technology Agreement
Primary

Effective learning is a culmination of continuous interaction between students, teachers, parents and the 
community. Technology transforms the role of the teacher from a director of learning to a facilitator of learning, 
and effective teaching and learning with iPads integrates technology into the curriculum ‘anytime, anyplace’. The 
use of technology at Mueller College is a privilege, not a right. This policy is provided to make all users aware of the 
responsibilities associated with efficient, ethical and lawful use of technology resources. If a person violates any of 
the terms and conditions outlined in this agreement, privileges may be terminated and the appropriate disciplinary 
action will be taken. 

The policies, procedures and information within this document apply to all relevant devices used at Mueller College, 
including any other device considered by the administration to come under this policy. Teachers may set additional 
requirements for use in their classroom.

Expectations

Students will not be permitted to take their device home until the following is fulfilled:

• Student has signed agreement.

• Parent has approved agreement via acceptance on TASS.

• Classroom teacher has granted permission for iPad to go home. 

Security and Protection:

• As with all belongings, students will be expected and responsible for the care and security of their iPads. iPads 
are to be left secure in the classroom during the school day unless teacher permission has been granted.

• Students will be transporting their devices in their bags to and from school each day. iPads are not to be left in 
backpacks, unlocked cars or any unsupervised areas. Bags should not be left unattended or out of view when 
travelling to and from school via public transport.

• Students must enable a passcode on their iPads, with auto-lock set to 5 minutes. They must not share their 
passcode with other students, but parents/caregivers and class teachers must know the passcode.

• Students must keep their iPad in its case at all times to avoid damage.

• Only use a clean, soft microfibre cloth to clean the screen (do not use any cleanser liquids, etc.).

• Insert cables and adapters carefully so as to prevent damage.

Technology FAMILY PACK
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Charging:

• Students are expected to bring their iPads (and Bluetooth keyboards if issued) to school fully charged. There will not 
be facilities at school for charging devices. It is recommended students put their device on charge in the evening 
so it can charge overnight, as this ensures it is ready for each day’s learning. There will not be devices for ‘loan’ at 
school. Course work will be completed without the iPad if it cannot be used.

Purpose and Use:

• School iPads are a learning tool and educational device, and are not to be used as an entertainment device.

• School email is to be used for school purposes only.

• Students are only permitted to have conversations within apps or under shared photos under teacher direction. 

Conduct:

• Students are expected to uphold the values of the school when interacting online. Violation of this expectation may 
result in termination of privileges and disciplinary action.

• The storage, capture or sharing of inappropriate material is not permitted.

Consequences:

Consequences will be in accordance with the Behaviour Management Policy and Procedures. They may include the loss of 
device use and privileges, loss of network access, or more severe consequences for repeated or gross unacceptable use 
as set out in this Acceptable Use Agreement. The Head of College will be the final arbiter of consequences issued.

Some key elements of this policy are listed below:

• Teachers are the final authority in the classroom.

• Teachers have the right to confiscate devices for set periods of their lesson time.

• Teachers have the right to remove student technology privileges for future lessons.

• Teachers have the right to check any student device.

Significant issues in relation to technology use may lead to the student device being confiscated by the appropriate Head 
of School.

STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT

I will uphold the expectations of the above document.  

Student Name (Please Print):  _______________________________________________  

Student Signature:   _______________________________________________  

Date:     __________________________________
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Student Acceptable Use of Technology Agreement
Middle School

Effective learning is a culmination of continuous interaction between students, teachers, parents and the community. 
Technology transforms the role of the teacher from a director of learning to a facilitator of learning, and effective 
teaching and learning with iPads integrates technology into the curriculum ‘anytime, anyplace’. The use of the 
technology at Mueller College is a privilege, not a right. This policy is provided to make all users aware of the 
responsibilities associated with efficient, ethical, and lawful use of technology resources. If a person violates any of the 
terms and conditions outlined in this agreement, privileges may be terminated, and the appropriate disciplinary action 
will be taken. 

The policies, procedures and information within this document apply to all relevant devices used at Mueller College, 
including any other device considered by the administration to come under this policy. Teachers may set additional 
requirements for use in their classroom.

Teachers Rights:

• Teachers are the final authority in the classroom.

• Teachers have the right to confiscate devices for set periods of their lesson time.

• Teachers have the right to remove student technology privileges for future lessons.

• Teachers have the right to check any student device at any time.

Purpose and Use:

• School iPads are a learning tool and educational device, and are not to be used as an entertainment device.

• Students are not permitted to use a personal device in the event that they are unable to use their school device.

• Unless instructed by a teacher, iPads must remain unopened during lessons.

Security and Protection:

• As with all belongings, students will be responsible fro te care and security of their iPad.

• In the SEcondary School, iPads are to be safely secured in lockers in all breaks, during sport or other extra-
curricular pursuits. In the Primary School, iPads are to be safely secured nthe classroom during the school day.

• When students transport their devices in their bags to and from school each day, bags are to be well cared for and 
not to be left unattended or out of view.

• Students must enable a passcode on their iPads, with auto-lock set to 5 mins. They must not share their 
passcode with other students.

• Students must keep their iPad in its protective case at all tiems to avoid damage.

• When cleaning the iPad screen, students must only use a clean, soft micro-fibre cloth (do not use any cleanser 
liquids, etc.).

Technology FAMILY PACK
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• When charging, students must insert cables and adapters carefully so as to prevent damage.

• Students must ensure their keyboard/case is not personalised or vandalised in any way.

Preparedness:

• Students are expected to bring their iPads (and Bluetooth keyboards if issued) to school fully charged every day. 
There will not be facilities at school for charging devices or devices for ‘loan’ at school.

Conduct:

• Unless instructed by a teacher, students must not interact with another student’s device.

• Students are expected to uphold the values of the school when interacting online. Violation of this expectation may 
result in termination of privileges and disciplinary action.

• The storage, capture or sharing of inappropriate material is not permitted.

Consequences

Failure to follow the above guidelines will result in consequences in accordance with the Behaviour Management 
Policy and Procedures. They may also include the loss of device use and privileges, loss of network access, or a 
financial penalty. More severe consequences for repeated or gross unacceptable use as set out in this Acceptable Use 
Agreement will be decided by The Head of School who is the final arbiter of consequences issued.

STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT

I will uphold the expectations of the above document.  

Student Name (Please Print):  _______________________________________________  

Student Signature:   _______________________________________________  

Date:     __________________________________
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Student Acceptable Use of Technology Agreement
BYOD

Effective learning is a culmination of continuous interaction between students, teachers, parents and the 
community. Technology transforms the role of the teacher from a director of learning to a facilitator of learning, 
and effective teaching and learning with devices integrates technology into the curriculum ‘anytime, anyplace’. 
The use of technology at Mueller College is a privilege, not a right. This policy is provided to make all users aware 
of the responsibilities associated with efficient, ethical, and lawful use of technology resources. If a person 
violates any of the terms and conditions outlined in this agreement, privileges may be terminated, and the 
appropriate disciplinary action will be taken. 

The policies, procedures and information within this document apply to all relevant devices used at Mueller College, 
including any other device considered by the administration to come under this policy. Teachers may set additional 
requirements for use in their classroom.

Device Requirements:

• Student devices must be capable of supporting the relevant applications and software needed to complete all 
coursework. Consult the classroom teacher for information in this regard.

• Students must bring their device to all classes throughout the day as per teacher instruction.

• Student devices must be named (AirDrop. Etc.) according to the student’s given name.

• Students are expected to bring their devices to school fully charged. There will not be facilities at school for 
charging devices. There will not be devices for ‘loan’ at school.

• Should the device no longer be functional, students must seek a replacement device as soon as possible. If 
delay is expected, the relevant Year Level Coordinator must be notified.

Network:

• Students with BYOD will receive a username and password unique to them upon signature of the Acceptable 
Use of Technology Agreement. This password must not be shared with anyone and only used for the 
individual student’s device. This login provides access to Student Café, iLearn, school email and Wi-Fi

• Whilst at school, students must use only the College network. As such, use of a personal network such as 
hotspot, 3G or VPN is not permitted.

• Students must not attempt to bypass the school’s filtering system by any means.

Conduct and Use:

• BYOD devices, when used at school, are a learning tool and educational device, and are not to be used as an 
entertainment device.

Technology FAMILY PACK
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• As with all belongings, students will be expected and responsible for the care and security of their devices. In the 
Secondary School, devices are to be safely secured in lockers in all breaks, during sport or other extra-curricular 
pursuits. Devices are not to be used during break times unless in the library.

• As with all belongings, students will be expected and responsible for the care and security of their devices. In the 
Secondary School, devices are to be safely secured in lockers in all breaks, during sport or other extra-curricular 
pursuits. Devices are not to b used during break times unless in the library.

• The storage, capture or sharing of inappropriate material is not permitted.

• Whilst at school, communication home using student devices is not permitted. Rather, this should be conducted via 
Student Services.

• Students are not permitted to use their device to engage in digital communication under any platforms outside 
of educational purposes. As such, use of social media, chatrooms or SMS text is not permitted whilst at school. 
Additionally, school email accounts should only be used for educational purposes.

• Students are expected to uphold the values of the school when interacting online. Violation of this expectation may 
result in termination of privileges and disciplinary action.

Consequences:

Consequences will be in accordance with the Behaviour Management Policy and Procedures. They may include the loss 
of device use and privileges, loss of network access, or more severe consequences of repeated or gross unacceptable 
use as set out in this Acceptable Use Agreement. The Head of College will be the final arbiter of consequences issued.

Some key elements of this policy are listed below:

• Teachers are the final authority in the classroom.

• Teachers have the right to confiscate devices for set periods of their lesson time.

• Teachers have the right to remove student technology privileges for future lessons.

• Teachers have the right to check any student device.

Significant issues in relation to technology use may lead to the student device being confiscated by the appropriate Head 
of School.

STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT

I will uphold the expectations of the above document.  

Student Name (Please Print):  _______________________________________________  

Student Signature:   _______________________________________________  

Date:     __________________________________
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